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Rectors Name Aides
<Qt Winter Carnival
BATES COLLEGE, LEWESTON. MAINE. WEHNESDAY, JANUARY IB, 1941

PRICE: TEN CENTS

Pops Features "Americana" Theme
Theatre Critic
Bishop Dallas Leads
Sunday Vesper Service Lectures Today
Was Chaplain Of
Episcopal Men
At Dartmouth

CAA Plans Not To Give
Advanced Course Now

College Offers Typing
And Shorthand Courses
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The annual Pop Concert and
Dance, which has become one of
the year's outstanding social
events, will take place on Friday
evening at 8 o'clock in the gymnasium. The Orphic Orchestra
will play from 8 to 8:30 a program of popular and semi-classic
noflt impossible for Liberal Arts etu- \ numbers. Dancing will then bedents to take part in the much more gin with music by the "Bobcats"
for the occasion.
intensive work entailed in the ad- enlarged
"Americana" is the theme of the
vanced course.
intermission program to be giv-

Mrs_ EIeanor
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^
H. Morse

be
of Auburn

"Sw tr,' his "^ been obtained by the college to

The Bishop, Previous to his
present ecclesiastical PosiUon, was the rector of the Episcopal •
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Commercial Science from Rider

Men's Glee Club,
Orphic Orchestra
To Give Program

The prospective secondary flying
course for thosa students who have already obtained their private pilots license will not be given this year. The
Civil Aeronautics Authority feels that
the present status of those students
who are now taking the primary flight
course indicates that it would be al-

Three hour courses in typewriting
The first Vesper Service of and shorthand are to added to the
the New Year will be held this college curriculum next semester, acSunday afternoon, January 19, j cording to an announcement issued by
in the Bates Chapel. The guest!
administration last week. The

speaker of the afternoon will be,
the Right Rev. John T. Dallas j
DD., Episcopal Bishop of the

Annual Concert-Dance
Takes Place Friday

Although nothing is at all definite en from tne jjoor fry the Men's
at present, it is hoped that some w-tQlee Club and soloists. Composirangement may be made whereby the tions have been appropriately
secondary course will be available next chosen to represent the Ameriyear. Government regulations may pos- can elements of the North, the
sibly be changed so that the course Middle and Deep South and the
need not be finished in one semester. Southwest.
If this is not done, the Lewiston-AuBegun about a dozen years ago
Prof. 8. Stephenson Smith
hurn airport may have the opportu- by Mr. Harry Rowe as a means
nity by next year to organize the of raising funds to aid in payProf. S. Stephenson Smith, educacourse so that an absolute minimum ment of the gymnasium, the
tional counselor for the American Soof time Is wasted.
event has been run in tne succiety of Composers, Authors and PubBecause
of
the
unavoidable
absence
I
ceeding
years for the benefit of
lishers, author, lecturer and theatre
of
their
instructor
for
a
considerable
the
college
musical organizations.
critic, is visiting the campus today. He
speaks before a music group at 1:30,1 time, one-half of the students now tak- Since the first tew years all arrangements, apart from the mubefore a dramatic group at 2:30, and ling the primary course have been
sical program, have been centralthis evening will deliver his well-1 forced to stop training for the reized in Miss Mabel Eaton, assistkr.own lecture, "The American Lan- mainder of the semester. This group
guage—Words and Music". The place3 will start anew on Feb. i. when the ant librarian of the college She
for these meetings are yet to be an- second semester course is begun. In- has been greatly aiaed f«T the
, , .
..
„.
past two years in this work by
0„tv .
c-uded among these fliers are^Gather
P
^^ lnvitations
nounced on the bulletin board.

Spfscopal students at Dartmouth J*** .» Kathcr.ne a** school in
College Therefore he has had Providence, and the Drew Seminar*
much experience with young '"New York aty^
Ijll \VinUr Carnival Co-Directors Ralph Caswell '41 and Gale Rice '41
men, and the topic for his speech, j J W~«m number of Liber*U*
Look Over Prospects for a Successful Event This Year
although
yet
unannounced, colleges have recognized the need of
Also on Friday afternoon, the fa- should be of interest to most of providing an opportunity of acquiring
Plans for the twenty-second annual
Weter Carnival of the Bates Outing mous lollypop race to the top of Mount the Student body at Bates.
*» »" typing and stenography. It Is
u
. , „tv,Q~, for fh«» M* that college students are seldom
Oabsrc f3St being materialized under David will be run off (or up). Barbara
|tte direction of Carnival Directors Stanhope '42 and John Daikus '41 are
and that there is an Increasing
Lie Rice '41 and Ralph Caswell '41. engaged in buying the candy.
terpret "Ave Verum" by Mozart. school,
demand
for men and women who are
I-Htaraiiy Daze" is to be the theme—
Kathleen Curry '41 and Burton Other music will also be presentIsars ar.d ic'.escopes and full moon? Knust '43 head the committee in ed by the choir. Paul Wright, '41, proficient in these skills.
The projected courses at Bates are
Iril be scattered hither and yon about charge of Friday night's all-college will be at the organ.
more
or less in the nature of an ex|tle campus.
skate. Cynthia Foster '41, Irving FishDirectly following the service periment, and many of the plans are
first event on the crowded Carni- er '41, and David Sawyer '41 are help- there will be an informal supper
dependent on the interest shown by
Itai week end schedule is the coed ban- ing with the arrangements.
forum in the Women's Locker the students.
I
heduled for the evening of the
On Saturday morning, the interdora Building with the Bishop in
It has been made clear to the stuIhst Mid-Year exam, Thursday, Feb. 6.
competition is continued on the rink charge. This will give all those dents that these courses, and especialiHtadins the- committee in charge of where the skating events are to be who wish to meet him personally the shorthand class, cannot pretend
hrrangements are Martha Blaisdell '42 held. Elizabeth Moore "42 and Julian ly an opportunity to do so. lhe
to provide a complete working ability
Prof. Smith la currently on leave me Winne ■«. Raphael Boyle «-, to former patron3 are extended
land Robert Curtis '42. Assisting are Thompson '42, co-chairmen, and Theo- Vesper Service and the supper
to handle these skills. It is hoped, howThomas Hetherman '43. Burton Knurtj"
„ g m
Eaton from a
from the University of Oregon, where
kenevieve Sterhenron '43, Helen Ulrich dore Rizoulis '42 and John Anderson forum are under the auspices of
ever, that the basic foundations will
'43,
John
Morris
'41,
Paul
Murphy
'42,
J^^J
since the inception
he has been professor of English and
the Religion Commission of the
|tt Richard Ealdwin '43, and Lester
jand Miss Doris Howes secretary to
'41 have secured and will distribute the
enable the student to continue the
of Pops. And the patrons, as
Bates
Christian
Association.
Stucomparative literature since he comI Smith '«.
prizes which will go to the winners
work according to his own inclinaMr. Powell.
well as the college students,
pleted
his
studies
as
a
Rhodes
Scholar
dents,
faculty
and
-£■»■■
i
Mowing the banquet comes the of all events.
tions.
The remainder of the present pri- must reserve tables in advance
at Oxford. Through his books, magacordially
invited
to
attend
both.
Iften House and Dance in Chase Hall,
Typewriters are to be provided by zine articles, and lectures, Prof. Smiln mary group, under instructor Ken | through her.
On Saturday afternoon, the judges
IrLen the Carnival Queen makes her will visit all dorms to decide on the
the college, and tuition for both has become known as an advocate of Wakefield, are progressing according I
of tables
Tne arrangement
[dramatic entrance, attended by six respective merits of Hie various snow
courses will be $17 per semester. Stu- the recognition of the new stock of | to schedule. These men include John
wjn De the same as in the past,
Iscnior girls. Sybil Witham '42 and sculptures. Ruth Carter '41 and Orrin
dents are to provide their own text- racy and vigorous American slang and' Frokop '41, Richard Fee '43, Howard | l
p aced about three sides of the
|P>hard Wall '41 are chairmen of the Snow '41 are in charge of inducements
books and supplies, the typing textcoi'oquialisms as worthy or admisd'.on Baker '43. Frank Comiy '43, William' gymnasium floor. The tables will
• Open House committee, with Ernest tr demonstrate artistic talents in the
book to cost about $1.75. The standard
into standard English usage when l>onnellan '41, Arthur Fontaine '43, Leo be decoratively covered with
jJo'.iason '42 and Carol Handy '42 help- icy line.
Gregg system of shorthand is to be
(Continued on page four)
they fill a real need in the field of Mulhearn '41, and Richard Thompson
More pictures of ""■*•»*^ taught, if present plans materialize.
'4L
meaning.
The big event o* the week end—Car- activities are needed for this ye".
A committee of girls in charge of
Women who are Interested shou'd
nival Hop—occurs, as usual, on Satur^ ev,r( Daniel Sullivan
In tonight's lecture Prof. Smith will
consult Dean Clark In Roger Williams
I
« all arrangements which will
•Mirror"
day night. Co-chairmen of the com,. of the yearbook, announced Hall; men should see Prof. Bartlett cite the recent popular songs, revues
'41. editor
11po the Queen to carry on her mani- !
,
* _
, _ , mittee are Jean Keneston 42 and John, ! yesterday in making a request for stuand comedies as a* rick source of new
>n Chase Hall.
■**■*!+
I duties is headed by Dorothy Do'e
J
Lloyd '42. Working on decorations and 1 >«"=
- - -- «
«" «*■
elements in the American language.
dents to submit pictures
I <'• Also on the committee are Barbara
stuff are Dorothy Milliken '42, Mary
He will illustrate against a varied colJ Abbott '41, Ruth Nuckley '42, and
"Mirror".
Bartlett "42, Elizabeth Avery '43, Richlection of slang, jargon and musij tl
John Haskell '41, president of the
[Prances Rolfc '43.
Pictures featuring the present senard Becker '43, John Grimes '43, Dex.'okes how the lingo of Tin Pan Alley
w> Friday morning an all-college ter Green '42, and Robert Archibald iors are preferred, Sullivan expUuned^
The first Women's Assembly of the Student Council, has outlined, for the
truly reveals the temper and history new year was held Friday morning. men students, the work that the Coun|«H is planned for Pole Hill. In the
Pictures desired include OoM **
'43.
of the popular theatre and popular Jan. 10, In the Chapel. This assembly cil under his guidance has undertaken
8
j -ternoon the interdorm competition
Freshman Week. Hades Holiday.
Dr. Peter A. Bertocci,"of the DeAnd finally, on Sunday afternoon,
music.
was in charge of the Student Govern- this year. Of great Importance Is the
Kl begin with the skiing events. In
partment of Philosophy and Psycholthe Open House at Th6rncrag finds I mountain climbs, the
"^ g
ment Association, and its purpose was hour-written schedule which the coun""•"ge of these various games are
ogy, spoke In Chapel. Monday mornAino Puranen '41 and Clyde Glover in trip, ""JJ^JJJJ JJjT faculty, class
to introduce to the women of Bates, cil recently put through and which is
Jar.? White '43 and William Lever '41,
ing, on the stand that a Christian
Miss Elizabeth Osborne, a well-known greatly appreciated by both eds and
assisted by Alice Turner '42, Nancy charge.
1941 as freshmen. Ivy Day. other can take in the present war. Excerpts
And so—the twenty-second annual
authority on the development of per- coeds,
G0*] '43, Doris Lyman '43, Ernest
late spring pictures of last»**» from Dr. Bertocci's talk follow:
0bers
sonality. The subject of Miss Os-1 The Student Council has brought
Winter
Carnival.
t '11, and Thomas Doe '43.
"The Christian ideal can never be
eluding Last Chapel «**•<*■£
borne's talk was "The Impression We I about many interesting rnd noteworBay cruise, the Winter Carnival, and reached construtively) by means of
Varsity debate teams this week were Leave".
thy accomplishments. First, while enany other "unposed" shot representa- war. But where the Christian ideals of
to meet Eowdoin and Rhode Island
freedom and reason are openly and in
During the course of her discussion, forcing freshman rules. It dealt with
tive of life at Bates.
College of Education. According to the
a total of fifty-four cases, thirty-three
principle
disavowed,
then
the
only
alshe
stated that most girls believe that
-Those whose pictures are used
latest word the Rhode Island debate
of which were infractions of coeducathe fates rather than their own efforts
won't receive much more than the ac- ternate is war.
will be held as scheduled, but the
tion rules. Eighteen minor cases were
"The Christian's only choice is besnd habits, determine what they are
tual cost of making them, but will
Bowdoln contest, in which Patrick
tried and three other major cases were
fc'ore a near-capacity audience , ties of social control-qualities ol>,m* have the satisfaction of seeing their tween a very risky process of trying Harrington '42 and Sumner Levin '42 going to be ten years from now. She "brought to justice". This year the
to preserve the opportunity for Chrisstressed that dally habits are of vital
*»<* enthusiatic applause was evi- rality, aesthetic sense, and ■»**«* pictures published and of helping *<
were to defend the negative of the
method of freshman elections was
d{
%not that of the "charitable" na- power. Man has improved in intellect, a better 'Mirror'." Sullivan announced. tian values and the practical certainty proposition "That the United States importance, and that each person has changed to permit a smoother workThose who wish to submit pictures that he will lose his freedom at Fascist should immediately declare war on his own individual habits which de- ing undertaking. Three men's assemhich he
he said
said many
manv lecturers
lecturers re
re- he has not demonstrated a correspondtermine his personality. "It Is the way
ing improvement in intelligence. The may do so to Daniel Sullivan or Orrin hands.
wiv
Germany and Italy", has been indefi<ti, Dr. Will Durant, author of the
blies have been held, in the last of
"But in using the instrument of war.
in which your mind works that will
problem is, has there been any pro- Snow '41 as soon as possible.
nitely
postponed
because
of
illness
of
which intramural certificates were
""ait best-seller, "The Life of
the Christian must do everything in
produce the future person," she said.
awarded. This governing group put
Contracts for the printing and en- his power to safeguard freedom both the Bowdoin debaters.
**««", debated the question, "Docs gress In intelligence at aU?
"It is important," she went on, "that through the hour-written rule whereSaturday evening before Danville
graving work of the yearbook have during the course of the war and af*■ Progress?" last Monday evening Qualities Woven Into
Grange at Danville Junction David a person appear pleasing to his ac- jy an instructor must give his class a
'" lie College Chapel. Presenting the Our Culture
Sen approved by the Publishing As- terward.
The lecturer Hsted ten advances sociation. The Warren Press of BosJenning
'41 and Charles Buck '42 up- quaintances as well as to his Intimate week's warning for any hour examina^e both for and against progress,
"Let our freedom be freedom cour D
urant arrived at the conclusion which he believed to be a permanent ton will print the book while Donovan pled with the responsibtlfty to speak hold the affirmative of the proposition friends. New England people are more tion.
fiat man has achieved some things part of man's heritage. Some of these and Sullivan of Boston has been
"Resolved: That Un-American activi- Individual and less Introspective,
At present, the council is working
the truth."
that cannot be taken away.
ties should be suppressed by force" In while many people in other parts of tn an idea of having secondhand books
advances, however, are really included awarded the engraving contract The
Devi
their debate with the Rhode Island the country are busy trying to be Uke on sale in the college store and on the
Noting a large part of his talk to in the Improvements which are a part Warren Press has printed the last
a type. A zest for living, health, plus renovating of campus clubs. Letters
e
team.
of
the
intellect,
and
considerable
confour "Mirrors" while this is the first
Pessimistic view that man has not
enthusiasm, go far toward giving one have been written out to the various
y
progressed In character, al- troversy resulted among those of h-s term for the engravers.
a pleasing appearance."
1
clubs inquiring as to their memberhe has advanced immeasure- audience who held that such progresJbly in
In speaking of the Impressions we ship, activitieh, and finance. This
sion
was
not
a
demonstration
that
Student Government sponsored a
intellect, Dr. Durant left the
leave upon others, Miss Osborne stat- matter will be taken up by the new
coffee for the seniors at two o'clock
Passion with a few members of the man's social sense had developed.
lence
ed, "After we once see a person, we conference board. The Student Council
However, his reason for Including
Sunday afternoon. Mr. and Mrs.
that the negative arguments
0v
tbal
carry away a visual memory of our at the present time Is receiving letHarms
were
invited
guests.
The
comthese
intellectual
advances
in
the
list,
anced the positive. He pointed
0 ^
The annual Christian Associaimpression. This Impression may be ters from students in graduate schools.
mittee
was
headed
by
Marguerite
Men" the way in which man has obtain- was undoubtedly because he felt that
Morgan Porteus '41. Charles Buck
tion Banquet will be held in Fiske
a
instrumental in getting a Job, or in Information Is thus obtained about
dall
'41,
who
was
assisted
by
Judith
degree of mastery over t'.ifi pow- these were permanent forward steps, •42 Patrick Harrington '42, and SuinDining Hall on Jan. 21. Tressa
some other way Influencing our later campus .work, scholarships, tuition,
ot
Chick
'42,
Carol
Handy
'42,
and
Ruth
not
to
be
lost
by
any
misuse
on
the
"
nature in his scientific and toner Levin '42 survived this week's preBraun '41 is the chairman of the
,Cc
life. Watch the person who has good etc., in other colleges and universities.
tual thinking. But he showed also part of mankind. Such lasting im- liminaries to the annual Junior-Senior Nuckley '42. The coffee was one of a
t
committee, Martha Blaisdell '42 Is
luck: she will be the one who makes The reorganizing of the Unholy Thirw
series
put
on
for
the
different
classes
comparatively little man has pro- provements, Dr. Durant said. Include, Prize Speaking. For the final compeplanning the program, Ardith
the most pleasing Impression."
teen and revising of freshman rule* la
once
a
month.
'n his control of the basic in- in chronological order: 1. The devel- tition these speeches will b. r.pe*ted
Lakin '42 has charge of table decnow taking place.
Cts an
In
conclusion
Miss
Osbcrne
explainopment
of
speech.
2.
The
conquest
or
"
d
emotions
which
tend
to
6s
in Chapel in the next few days.
orations, and Janice Jayne '42 is
The
entire
student
body
extends
After midyear examinations, there
ed tin *-ings which go lo create an
'hese physical advancements In dark with light-fire. J. The cona
Buck opens the series tomorrow
rlanning the music for the occa!
Its
sincere
sympathy
to
Miss
Mabel
impression:
The
way
one
carries
him-,will
be a meeting of all the college
quest
of
animals.
4
The
transition
from
cially detrimental manner.
morning, speaking on "Walls''; Harsion. Details are not yet complete.
Eaton, assistant librarian to
self voice, vitality, grooming, knowl-' student councils in the State of Maine
hunting to agriculture. 5. The devel- rington's talk Saturday is "ImpHca^BaSlmproved
Miss Virginia Jones of South
Coram Library, whose mother reedge of manners, expression reflects' at which time such questions will be
opment of the tool. 6. The develop- tions»; Monday Porteus <*«*. on
* 'ntellect
China, Maine, will be the guest
cently
passed
away:
and
to
Franone's philosophy of life, posture, ait- \ discussed as the handling of freshmen
e
speaker and her topic is "Active
task which Dr. Durant set up ment of the art of writing.
cis Wallace '4L wnos* sister died
fof
ting and standing.
and schedules of college activities. ,
Four
other
advances
whicl
seem
to
Christian
Ottawa",
nesday morntog U "Our R..pon»ibil^himself, then, was to prove that
tost WMk.
be more on the ••intelligence'' side of
e
Permanent advances have been
itjr".
(Continued on page tour)
e
In the cultivation of these quali-
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"Minor" Head Request
Campus Uie Pictures

Personality Specialist
Addresses Assembly

Bertocci Shows Stand
Of Christian In War

Debators Meet R. L
College Of Education

Man Does Progress, Dr.
Will Durant Concludes

Stn-G Pours For Seniors
And Guests At Coffee

Charles Buck Opens Prize
Speaking Finals Tomorrow

?££**•. — i-** top,c 2J

Virginia Jones Will
Speak At CA Dinner

Outlines Work Done
By 194041 Council

TBR BATES STUDENT, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 1* »«

>n (jTwo

Mid-Tear Examination Schedule

The

BATES STUDENT

8:00 A. M.

280%

Prominent Junior Ed Describes
YCAW Convention In Wisconsin

Golle6iaieDi6esl '

Let's Know More About This . . .

Samuel

Eurston

'40

is

attending

re

f"^d to permit the Congress to me»t

vious laws "in the interest of national defense," have been no less Ceo-ge Washington University and do- on «*• campua because the YCAW o-v Pacifist
The 240 persons In attendance—debthan super-sensational. This is war-power, according to custom in ing government work too.
j Poses the conscription hill which the gates, observers, and visitors—repre! university's president, Clarence Dykthis country. The bill introduced containing these measures will j The following are a few of the en- ,tra_ ^ administering.
sented a total of 1,407,522 people.
Among the national organizations repgagements of which the Alumni Of-'
undoubtedly be passed.
fice has bepn Informed: Elizabeth
The Madison First Congrcgatlonalist rcsented were the National Council of
One of the things that disturbs us about this business is that Hunt '39 to William rialliday of B»l- Church reversed Its signed agreement Methodist Youth, the Progressive StuwIth the Youth
mmi
for the use. dent Learjei and the League for Inthese proposals are being furthered by the auministration on the mont Mass., Mary Raid to Earl Kin- f ! 3 remises C° h »ee
ner '39. Sylvia Draper to Robert Fish ° ' P
«' e" the university dustrial Democracy. Though all the
avowed principle that preparedness is the best bet for keeping us •36. Ruth Montgomery '38 to Richard made ,ts act,on PU^'C The Congress legates were not pacifists, the two
de
out ui war. Nor is there any outward sign that the administration Fullerton '38, Rulii Hill to hoy Habcr- "*" a,s0 denied the use ot the Madl" principal international pacifist organilar.d '33, Ruth Buchanan of Dedham to SOn CcntraI HiSh School by the city zsti0ns were well represented: the Felexpects us to declare war in the near future.
school board.

It is the opinion of some that we must down Germany in order to save our own democracy. We would like to know upon what
is based the opinion that Germany would be in a position, even
after winning the war, of ruining our democracy.
It certainly can't be on the military threat to the United States,
for despite many hysterical assertions to the contrary, military experls themselves still don't believe that could happen, for many
ytars to come.
Is it because we are afraid of direct propaganda, or that
"fifth column" influence here will undermine our democracy? In
that case we haven't much faith in our democratic system to succeed, to satisfy our needs, so why fight for it?

V?

Government 201
History 325
Mathematics 201

Biology in

EPIDEMIC OF THE WFEK: elaboration of the epidermis, which to you,
(Student Office TeL J782-J)
(TJM Auburn News M10)
you A.B. student, means "outer skin",
ar.d we do msan lllss CS.w» Sctool
(TeL »-SS9B)
Brooks W. Hamilton'41
Editor
Dnxine taught BaUs puh-ienty about
■JlHMg^g Editor
(TeL 63S-J)
Edward F. Bootb 'el that oio allure this past week...And
Assistants: John Robinson '42, Ruth J. Staveaa '42, George Hammond 43,
could they stood it (correctly, of
Barbara Abbott 'H, Aino Puraaea '41, William Worthy Jr. '43, Marion
course, with one foot just a trifle In
Thomas '41, Janica Jayne '42, Mitchell Melnick '43, Robert Scott '43, Guy
front of the other)?. ..Just ask chief
Campbell '43, Robert MacFarlana '44, Norman Boyan '43, Ahnon Fiah '44,
x-aoi E. Founder '**, Bita SUvia '44, Bveiyn Marsden '44, Bradley Dearconnoisseur, Dick Hoag...
bo. n IA, i'-ia BaaaHl '43, iSia Ktzouus '44, Michaei Touloumtzis 44, Nina
Annie (Momna) doesn't smile any
Leonard '44, Virginia Hunt '44, Jotm Stahlberger '43, Margaret Soper '43.
T
more; her face is so clean it squeaks
New Editor
(3*1. 8-33»)
Ralph F. TaUer '48 due to an extravagant 15c wash cloth
Stall; John Robinson '42, Richard Morton '42, Ltysander Kemp '42, Richard
...If you should see Mona Lisa sitBaldwin '43, Gorman Boyan '43, Arthur Fontaine '43, Weoster Jackson
ting demurely with ankles crossed in
'43, Mitchell Memick '43, Ahnon Fiah '44, Paul Fournier '44.
WORLD'S CHAMPION
Don Russell's buggy, please note it is
Reporters: Richard Dearborn '41, Buvant Brown '42, David Nickerson '42,
COLLEGIATE
COA/MUTER/
only Diddie Scranton with an Osborne
Y>uiiain Vvoitny '42, Rooert Marled '43, Jack buduoerger '43, ihomas
C4PT. CARL F BRUCE OF UNrTED A!R
coiffure...By humming a little Spring
Winston io, xiorr> Baroa '44, Kicnard Oununinga 44, Donald Day '44,
LINES Y\AKES A DAILY ROUJ1D TRIP OF
Fiancis Oingras '44, Aioert Uuuenoerg '44, ueane Moyl '44, Micnae)
Song as she walks Janie Hathaway
1500 MILES FROM OAKLAND CALIF, TO
TouloumUis '44.
SEATTLE.WASW .ON H'.S REGULAR
loses her prize-fighter's swagger...
From tne itews: Edmund Leonard '41, John Frokop '41.
RIGHTS AND ATTENDS CLASSES AT
Wonderful, isn't It?...
THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON/
Women's Editor
(TeL 3207)
Annetta Barrus '41
Miss Osborne deplores the New EngReporters: Barbara Abbott '41, Aino Furanen 41, Frances Wallace '41,
land poker face, or is that a White lie
liuui ^aiuo.u '41, Jean uyoer '41, Aiaijorie Dinoquist M, Joanne Lowther
'41, i-u'iUi nunt '**, catnerine Vvinue *i, xvum ousvens A*. i>orothy Frost
for the real reason Bill Merrit is smitTHE
'42, DOiouiy Koater 4i, fieien iwu.ii '42, taia^ueui aiooxe »2, x'atiicia
ing now?... Good advice to Martin
COST OF
Biaujuy *A oiaoys nictuaoie '42, Ariene uiauuoiuiie 43, Ena a-.u..i.
GOING TO
McDonough: don't lose your individ'45, r>».uaia liuoiu-y '»*, jean cnuus '*», Micy corueuus 44, Brauiey
HARVARD
uality by plucking your eyebrows!...
HAS
Deaiourn '44, Vugui^l raiuu, '44, Xnina A^ebnaru ti, xlcien uuiO 44, t*veGONE IP
Doc Fortini also took a hint and is
lyn ■■-*■ '4% ateia ivadbiiue '44, aia IUZOIUU «*, IULA AUvia 44,
Manau uavaiand *4, iuuie ieuipus '*■>, vu-gaua M/entwarta »3.
ONE IN A THOUSAND/
covering up his epidermis with an inOF 1000 FRESHMEN ENTERING
SNC_
SpurUEuitor
dfciimi
John Donovan'4- dividualistic circular goatee... Dave
C.CN.VS MAIN CENTER THIS
1840 /
Haines, interested in the cosmetic line,
bu>u: i^av.u isickerson '42, Marcel Bouoftar '43, licoige Wmaaano, *o, i^uri
YEAR, FRANCES C0TT WAS THE
Mi>u* '4o, Joiui Jatuiiweiger '43, itooert BCOU '43, i.u..ii v.uiston »-,
sprayed himself with germicide and H
ONLY GIRL. SHE IS STUDYING
Jouii Roojijou '42, Mwrioaa 'nuts '43, Harvey U Barba '44, Edmund
neutralizing odor of something sweatCHEMICAL ENGINEERING/
Uinaon **, jonn feasVMfe '44, inucnaei louiouniiiis 44, Rooert A. j&acer to keep himself Hale and hearty at
loriune '44.
Business i>iana<cr
(Teh 419S-W)
Warren Dniry '41 the dance Sat. mtc...
Numerous hints were given about
AaaertMBC Jiauager
CieL a-3*«>
cnauuler U. Baldwin '43
Ci«filiation ManaJMr
(leL »-33aa>
kreuorica U Wttitten '41 lipsticks, so Ted Small Is trying different shades, or is it janes...We
Department Assistants: Howard Baker '43, Richard Becker '43, Ricnard
UU-roll 42, oeoi^e Chaicusay '42, Uildretn Fisner 42, Waidemar ttuul
wonder what he really thinks of Lib'4o, iioiert Gboospeeil '44, ihomas iiayoen '42, Joun Bennessy 43, Joseph
sticks. ..Dotty Matiack isn't blue about
Howard '42, David Reuse/ '44, Vincent McEusick '44, Eua Bautilh 43,
Lizzy Osborne's hint to blondes. ..Sho'3 ;
rutuaiu xaruiey '44.
still the Lady in Red to Jack...Be-1
By BILL WORTHY '42
| worded statement the credentials corncause he's been doing the bicycle ex-' "The bitter terms 'slacker' and [ mittee avoided any charge that these
ercise for the past three years, Dick 'appeaser' are no longer reserved for j individuals were Communists, but juspubushed weekly during the collage National Advertising Service, inc. Horton can vouch for the beneficial those who are such. They are applied j tified its action because the fourteen
_ „
ColUf fMMkaWI Rfprtsmtatrve
year by the Studenu of Bataa CoUaga 42o MAOWOM AVB.
NewYomcN.Y. results...So, Stevens House, keep your with something like hysterical fervor organizations had never before been
eyes on the Horton figure for Inspira- to all who fail to share whatever jit- ' affiliated with the YCAW. The Youth
tion...What price chawm! Loiston is ters or tantrums are ordered for that Committee was determined to create
no grounds for the "red" label.
httortd at stcond-ctau matter at thinking of building another reser- day."
Ftaockfed Colie&aie Press
the Post Offtct, Lnuitton, Mattu voir due to the fact that t*.e freshThus has the Washington corresponBut despite this the New York Times
man girls drink so much water for:dc„t Pau, MaiIon, summed „p the on Dec. 31 carried a special dispatch
Distributor of
1
Subacription . . .
*U© pax jraar
lhat school girl complexion.
name-calling tactics prevalent In the from Madison stating that the Conin advance
country todsy. But name-calling, or gress had deleted mention of Russia
slammed doors did not deter the Youth from a resolution condemning dictatorCommittee Against War from find'.ng: ship. I was present at the session when
ALUMNI NOTES
a meeting place for its Fourth Nation-' the Congress went on record in VigorSumner Tapper '40 is employed in a! Anti-War Congress in Madison, 0«M denunciat:on of all dictatorships
The President's "blank check" proposals to Congress recently, the War Department of the United Wisconsin, during Christmas vacation, j—Communist, Nazi, and Fascist.
j The University of Wisconsin avowedly Not AU Gr0UD9
in effect asking that body to give him the power to nullify all pre- States Government

Several million people throughout the country are supporting
this present policy, because they believe it will keep America at
peace.
It seems to us that the government is far from expecting to
keep out of war. It seems to us that it is strengthening itself militarily to the hut for a struggle that is almost certain to come. Who
can deny, tor that matter, tuat we are not now actually at war, it
not Oy declaration?
We are tired of this fooling around. The American people
deserve to know just what they are getting themselves in for.
For one thing, they are entitled to know more about why we
would fight a war against Germany and her satellites.

SATURDAY, FEB. \
8:00 A. M.

MOXDAT, JAN. n

John Hibbard '40, Bernice Lord '40 to
Robert Hulsizer '40, and Eleanor
Smart '39 to Chester Parker '39.
Ray Gove '39, teaching at Unity
Hlgh School, Is also coaching girls'
basketball, and his team Is winning
regularly. too!
|
Recent info-mat!cn received at the '.
Alumni Office on graduates of lajt
year is as follows:
l

Despite this opposition the Congress
held meetings at the Wesley Founda-:
tion of the Methodist Church and at
the Hotel Loraine. When Senator,
Wheeler addressed
the
delegates!
over the telephone from Washington,!
he
reminded them that In Madison |
"o'"1 fighting Bob La Follette was'
hanged in effigy because he opposed

Annette Barry is attending the Au- J*

,ast

■« Jo it is not surprising

lowship of Reconciliation and the militant War Resisters League. Students,
trade
uinonls'a, church reprasentaU es
Regales from consumers' cooperattves and
farmers' unions traveled
from a11
Parta of the country to exprcss a
combined and maximum "no"
to the war
system.
Convinced Of
Fascist Danger
RQ

^

Chemistry 301
Fine Arts 201
French 307
German 311
Mathematics 411
Philosophy 325
Physical Educ. 309W
Physics 101

£££ ; r

° 2

MONDAY, FEB. 5
8:00 A. M.
Education 443
English 401
Psychology 201
Religion 325

1:30 P. M.
Economics 217
German 401
Greek 235
Religion 211
Sociology 261
Speech 111

1:30 P. M.
English 101
French 241 (C0„veal)
Greeh 315
Physical Edi:o. 40jW
Sociology 391

TUESDAY, JAN. 28
8:00 A. M.
English 251
English 391
French 251
French 407
Geology 321
History 315
Latin 203
Mathematfcs 311

TUESDAY, FER 4
8:00 A. M.
Biology 411
Economics 312
English 341
German 201
Philosophj 355
Physics 473
Spanish 201

1:30 P. M.
English 231
Psychology 315
Social Science 103

1:80 P. M.
Astronomj 301
French 111
Psychology 333
Spanish 303
Sociology 341

WEDNESDAY, JAN. »
8:00 A. M.
Education 351
English 211
English 221
1:30 P. M.
Biology 221
Chemistry 321
French 101
German 101
Government 427
History 213

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 5
8:00 A. M.
Economics 321
History 227
Physics 271
Physics 331
Speech 321

THURSDAY, JAN. 30

1:30 P. M.

8:00 A. M.
German 111
Latin 109
Latin 113
Sociology 211

Economics 339
French 103
French 207
French 461
Geolo-ry 213 (Carnegie)
Sociology 371

1:30 P. M.
Biology 211
Biology 421
Education 446
English 371
History 211
Physics 371
Religion 101

THURSDAY, FEB. 6
8:00 A. M.
Biology 311
Chemistry 201
Chemistry 221
Geology 421 (Carnegie)
Music 201

FRHMY, JAN. 31
1:80 P. 31.

8:00 A. M.
Economics 211
French 331
Greek 111
Greek 211
Physical Educ 309M
Physics 452

English 361
Government 301
Greek 245
History 317
Latic 307
Mathematics 113

1:30 P. M.
Chemistry 101
Chemistrj 111
English 321
Geology 101
Mathematics 415
Philosophy 303

brand of fascism. The belief was gen- • public health, employment, and aPl
cral that if we genuinely desired to culture; reciprocal trade agrees**|
keep America out of war, we would and pressure on England for an 0have to disapprove of those "Associat- cial statement on war airr.s. A re» |
ed Empire Savers" who, risk involve- tion condemned the government's f
ment in war by advocating all pos- icy of awarding contracts to ?o«rfs
sible material aid to Britain.
violators of the National La^ ^ \

burn School of Commerce. Janet !***" have befn h°'-"fd fr°m P :" that general agreement on objectives
BUdgham Is at Gray's Bus.ness Col- J"*J£* 3"d *f«? p,a«» t0 meet would result if", mass of concilia- Urges More Aid
te. Fannie Longfellow Is attending bj«^« you wa»t to kaap Wlc. out tQry ldeag ^ opinions_a mush Qf For Refugees
buiness college In Augusta, and Max■
concession." But the opinion of the The Congress urged the liberalization
of the visa and quota system, with a
ine Urann Is at Katharine Gibbs In No Gronnds For
- delegates was that the prejer.t reBoston.
„,
,_
_
.
.
"Red" Label
armament program is in reality the large governmental subsidy to enable
Two chemists Include James PelllReaders of the daily papers may same dish of militarism and blind re- hundreds of thousands of homeless to
can! who is with the Algin Corporation have received accounts of the "dissen- action prepared by the same cooks come into the United States. (Imagine
of Rockland and Gordon Wheeler of sion" within the Congress on the ques- with new sauce ("Stop Hitler"). They the increased strength of our democtba Vanderbilt Corporation in Ncr- tion of seating representatives of cer- are convinced that democracy canrot racy with large numbers of real gen- •
uine enemies and victims of totaliwalk. Conn.
tarn unvouched for organizations. The b- turned on and off l.ke an electric
:arianism
within our borders!) The
Eric LIndell Is on the staff of the Youth Committee announced weeks In litht. They are convinced of the ImViking Hotel, Newport, R. L, Dorothy advance that anyone subscribing to mii-ont danger in t.i> .ountry of a delegates further felt that protection
Pampel is employed by the Western any totalitarian philosophy would not fascist dictatorship In alliance with of South America against foreign fasElectric Co. of South Orange, N. J., be admitted to the Congress sessions, great business enterprise. So, In order cism is the newly contrived camouand Allan Rollins is in the furniture Fourteen delegates were unseated by that America will not become "the fu- flate for United States imperialism.
The Congress In its list of resoludecorating department of the Imahl the Congress and asked to assume the neral parlor of democracy", they think
v:
ons
favored the repeal of eonscr
Studios in Arlington. Mass.
' status of observers. In a carefully that they will sit this war out By retion;
the redirection of our economy
solving to support constructive efforts
unfairly advantageous trade position among Western Hemisphere to establish a democratic world gov- for use instead of for profit and exernment, and by endorsing and pro- ploitation; absolute retention of civil
nations who had not been draining their resources in wars?
moting all aspects of cooperative liv- liberties for all minority groups; furIs there any moral ground for our fighting? Yes, if that ing, they believe that they are strag- ther democratic representation of labor
moral cause could be furthered by fighting. England is fighting for gling against war in the most effec- and shareholders in management of
tive manner.
industry; a change from appropriaher way of life. Should we not help her, since she is a democracy
tions for a false war economy to exWhen the Congress denounced the
also?
penditures on housing, education.
aggression of Hitler to secure an emBut after fighting the war, neither we nor England would be pire. It also condemned British and
in any frame of mind to settle democratically the democratic issues Amerclan imperialism. When German
at stake. Other wars have proven that democracies and monarchies Fasclsrn was denounced the Cl.ved-n

Is it for fear invasion will come through some other quarter,
like South America? It doesn't seem likely that South America
Will be the pawn of European governments or of our own in the future. There is every evidence that they are becoming extremely
powerful in their own right, and for their own interests. There is
every evidence to indicate that wars may come in the near future
between South American powers, in which we might figure behind and dictatorships alike are susceptible to plotting and intrigue Street fS.and Uthta"» * ^'"S
the scenes along with European powers, because of commercial in- behind the backs of the people .or behind the backs of their allies
own State Department who give. proterests. But that would hardly make democracy an issue, since when time comes to make the peace.
nat!Ve d,Ctators
AmeH
'"„ So"*
America °were ,.kewise frowne
Qoon
No,
we
fail
to
get
excited
about
this
threat.
It
hasn't
yet
been
thera are no democracies in South America.
Wh«Htpjessed distaste for the TOP.
^
£
It has been said that a victorious Germany will by unfair demonstrated to us that we can best serve real democracy by fight- r-ress on of free
,d
not
sanct,
n
means take our trade away from us, and make us trade with her ing with England. But we're willing to hear more about these
on her own terms. Why will she be strong enough after this war, things, Mr. Roosevelt, if you care to really come to grips with the •Ma*, It believes. In tendency If „ot
■» Purpose, » . <£ZZZZ£
win or lose, which is going to last for a long time yet, to take any real issues involved in public.

1:80 P. M.
German 351
Hygient 101M
Hygiene loiw

tions Act
One commission report noted <^ I
"the mingled sweet scent of gunpo**
and ivy induces a strange attitude
militarism when inhaled on our ca*
puses.. .362 small liberal arts «
leges, which never before hid R°
units have petitions for ROTC ariV
Washington
now... Army influea*
over CAA and NYA is helping P'^**cation in uniform."
(To be concluded next week)

DARTMOUTH
SKIS and
EOUIPMENT
NOW ON DISPLAY
When you buy
DARTMOUTH you
have the best
Sold only by
SPORTING
GOODS
AUBURN

Wells

College Formal Cleansing Special

TUXEDOS, usually *U5S for 95c

-
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Bmshed and Pressed onlj

EVENING GOWNS and WRAPS

-

20% Discount

~ Catkins*
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CttAwstws - pvtfts - f uwmt«3
College Agent MISS WALLACE

Tel
3820
Rand H^
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bane*
HoopstersAt
FuU
Strength
For
Maine
Game
LhirdayTiltBrings
Driscoll Releases
Intramural Slates

Lg Bear Team

Following are the winter intra-

-, influenza" has been effecl<* 1 for a loop, next SatL# >*
ttii] find Bates tackling
l^^'re* of b&sketeers from tiie
l"*51* of Ma.ne. They will be led

l^'I.Hiity "y

Sam Sezak fresh

'

"

Ij^Cwho has taken Head Coach
l^l's place after he has been
P*7.t a Eangor hospital with

aiD bring a large squad to
^cy wiU, without doubt, all
T ^ 'since Ille Black Bears subEfTtb. wit method, a full team
I**1.' six sophomores are on the
jtfd'liie rest of the men are vet-^Mopsters of last season.
1
js some question as to whether
'Ltlie Maine cripples,
Charlie Arci
L Xat Crowley, and last year's
j*^ sensation, Ken Wright, will
j if any or all of these players are
wT,, ;o: the contest, then this factor
I - a-ose a heavy handicap on the
Taker Small, Lloyd Quint, Clifford
JjksM, Samuel Tracey, Bert Pratt
j Eager Stearns comprise the fornris of this year's outfit. The pivot
lean wB De handled by Eugene
aid Eugene Hussey, while Bob
E^t- Lowell Ward, Clifford Blake,
fcBtO Lancaster, Dick McKeen and
mpj Dowries are the uefenders of
Hick court.
j sophomores are Quint, NlckerHussey, McKeen, Ward and
, aforementioned Wright. The letin on the squad are Leger, Sma'.l,
ay, Arbor and Crowley, and the
, Stearns, French, Blake and
sues all saw plenty of action last
. The only newcomer to the club
mcaster, a six foot five inch jun; who is a candidate for a guard
Rtion.
t Pratt.

e, after completing a disastrous
trip against some of New Engid's strongest teams last week end,
tbe eager to gain the winning habit
the expense of the Garnet and
IMprovide a humdinger of a scrap.

mural sports schedules as released
by Walter Driscoll '42, lntramurals
coordinator. The basketball schedule finds each team playing every
other team twice while 22 games
are slated in the volleyball competition.
Basketball
JB-WP—Jan. 16; Feb. 24
EP-RW—Jan. 18; Feb. 27
OC-RW-Jan. 18; March 1
ND-WP-Jan. 20; March 1
EP-RW—Jan. 23; March 3
WP-OC—Jan. 25; March 6
JB-RW—Jan. 25; March 8
JB-OC—Feb. 10; March 8
EP-WP—Feb. 13; March 10
ND-JB—Feb. 15; March 13
Handball
JB-EP—Jan. 17
OC-RW-Jan. 21
EP-ND—Jan. 24
JB-WP-Feb. U
RW-ND--Feb. 14
JB-RW—Feb 18
WP-OC—Feb. 21
EP-RW—Feb. 25
ND-WP—Feb. 28
ND-JB—March 4
EP-WP—March 7
JB-OC—March 11
Volleyball
EP-RW—Jan. 16; March 6
WP-OC—Jan. 18; March 8
JB-RW—Jan. 21; March 11
RW-ND—Jan. 23; March 13
JB-WP—Jan. 25; March 15
EP-ND—Feb. 11; March 18
OC-RW—Feb. 13; March 20
JB-EP—Feb. 15; March 22
ND-OC—Feb. 18; March 25
RW-WP—Feb. 20; March 27
OC-EP—Feb. 22; March 28

Tom Flanagan, who suffered from a
rib injury, is once more acting as
guard and Carl Monk, elongated forward, has recovered from a thigh injury.

Garnet Faces NU
In Track Opener

With a lean year in prospect the
Bates trackaters wiU open their winter season with a meet against a
strong Northeastern squad Saturday.
Faced with an acute shortage of capable material and further handicapped
by the early date of the meet Coach
Thompson is far from optimistic.

Freshmen Hoopsters
Make Debut Tonight

prphy's Still Have
Good Assortment of

Skiing Togs

Visit Our Shop
I kfore the Carnival

°UR COLLEGE

|^ RESENTAT1VE IS

FOR

POPS
CORSAGES

SEE
John Daikus '41

Saunders'
Florist Shop

^HonorineHadley

Tel. - 3825 - R

BASS SKI BOOTS

|U Murphy Fur Co.
^ 2143 - 2144

Men - Women
$5.95
$5.50

St. Lewiston Me.

EAT AT

T

ECKINO'S

,

C. L Prince LEWISTON
& Son
SO BATES ST.

Bedard's Pharmacy
PRESCRIPTIONS
Promptly * Areuntely niled

The College Store

DON WEBSTER

Jewelry aai Wateh Heaalrtag

BITES STID15TS

7» LlsfcoB St, Lewkte*

•

»* ■

WAA Adds Ten Co-eds
To Basketball Teams

The winter sports curtain of the Intramural program went up on the first
-Jonday evening after vacation when
the freshmen of John Bertram Hall
came thirteen points from behind to
whip the hoop squad of East Parker
44 to 41. Hervey, Young and Keller
were the high scorers for the JB club,
while the honors of the East Parkeritea went to high scorers McSherry.
Cote, and ©"Sullivan.

With a new floor and basketball
court in Rand gym. WAA expects
to see a large number of basketball
enthusiasts out on Mondays and
Thursdays at 4:30. The Basketball
Club appoints the coaches. The final
play-off games between the Garnet
ami Black teams will be, as usual, at
the end of the season.

scoresheet with 22 points rolled up
during the interval used by the yearlings to nail up 1C markers. Fourteen
of those points were scored for the
winning team by Hoody Wentzell, who
started the year as a reserve on the
varsity squad. As per the form that he
Jisplayed during the touch football
season. Vaino Saari led his Roger Bill
cluster by chalking up six of the sixteen points run up by the losers.

had passed since he rejoined Bates
On Monday night, the New Dorm
life, Don won his first varsity letter...
hoopsters proved to the freshman cagand the Betes STUDENT began to
ers next door—that the Thirteen of
predict L:g things for this sophomore J
January 13, was an unlucky number
high-jumper, and people began to ask J
for the Roger Bill inmates. The New
about campus, Who is this Webster!
Dorm team claimed their second win
guy anyway? In the spring he showed I
of the season and gave the freshman
them, he was the state high-jumping.
club their second defeat when the
champ.
sramc ended 61-20 in favor of the
upperclassmen. Tiny Boothby was
With the other colleges, Don has \
again the top scorer with 27 points.
had numerous amusing incidents. One I
Dunn of Roger Bill led bis dorm with
fo'.icge sent a representative to look j
10 points.
Den ever-with the idea of giving hi.n |
an athletic-work scholarship. After aj The games for this week end have
single interview, Don was turned been postponed due to the use of the
down. Since then Don has entered j Gym for Pop Concert on Friday eveBates and upset many of that col- ning and the taking down of decora:?ge's athletic endeavors. Every time tions on Saturday prior to the MaineWebster appears against this college, Bates game in the evening. Advance
there is one face in the athletic de- schedules are printed elsewhere In the
partment that gets a little bit redder. STUDENT.

Webster Hits Homer
For Fan's Dejsctlon
During Webster's sophomore year,
he split the pitching honors by which
Peters Is His
—
the Bobcats climbed to the state chamOutstanding Rival
pionship with Jocko Malone. It was
Of all the athletes who Don has run during that year, in the game against
«p against he considers Gil Peters to another Maine college, that Don puPbe his greatest rival. The Mule's shin- ed his famous Babe Ruth stunt The
ing example of sportsdom and stuff opposition's fans had been riding the
competes in the same major sports as Bales pitcher unmercifully all through
the Bates man. Thus he has been his the game. When the left handed hurlconstant rival. It is remembered that er approached the plate in one of the
Peters took the state high-jump crown closing innings of the game, the heckfrom the light locks of Don. Web- lers prepared for their loudest and
ster's sports ambition of the moment most bothersome offerings. Webster
is to get a crack at Mr. Peters and a i slowly turned to the stands of his opchance to reclaim his title in the I position, aimed his nose at them, apspring. After college—well, he might plied his thumb to the tip of the nosventure into teaching and coaching... trils and let his fingers wave freely.
and we hope that the school doesn't He then pointed to the outfield, hintpay off in potatoes. The lad majors in ing that was whero the next pitch
French.
would be batted to. The home team's
At the present writing, Don is lead- hurler wound up, delivered the ball,
ing this year's hoop squad in individ- and Webster laid it away in the exact
ual scoring. His specialty is taking spot he had siirna'ed. Before the opthem off the backboard, of course. posing fielders could make a play, he
Webster it is remembered dropped out j had trotted around the sacks for a
of college at the end of the first se- I home run. Since that day. Webster's
mester during his sophomere year. favorite hurling assignment is hurling
For two years, Don worked in the them up to the pastimers of that colLewiston Bleachery, tearing sheets to lege. But he will never dare again to
obtain finances for further college ed- tell their fielders where he is going to
hit the ball.
ucation.

New members of the Basketball Club
who have been named as a result of
recent tryouts are: Virginia Yeomans,
Elizabeth Potter, and Harriet Belt of
the senior class; Alice Turner, Prlscilla Simpson, and Muriel Swicker '42:
and Lorna MacGray, Bradley Dearborn, Ruth Sullivan, and "Terry" Foater '44.

HOOD'S
DaUetoas lea Cream

Volleyball is also proving popular. The days it is to be played will
be posted on the WAA bulletin boards.
For those who like archery, there Is
the Round Robin Archery Tournament.
Tryouts for Ski Club are now being
held for all enthusiasts. On Sunday afternoon a group of about ten met at
Pole Hill to demonstrate their skill
at stemming, stem turns, stem Christies and Christies. Form, of course,
was stressed. Thursday afternoon at
3:30 a second contingent will try out,
this time on Mount David. Th« list
of new members will be posted as
soon as tryouts are concluded and the
decision made.

OVERCOAT SALE
150.00
40M
KM
30.00
25.00
19.50

COLLEGE

—
—
—
—
—
—

now $42.80
now 34.50
now 20.50
now 24.60
now XI-SO
now 16.50

WOOL SPORT COATS and
PARKERS - All Styles

F LANDERS

How Beteg SoM at Ta«r

Bins

OVERCOATS
OVERCOATS
OVERCOATS
OVERCOATS
OVERCOATS
OVERCOATS

non

62 Court St Auburn

Don has the true Babe Ruth attiWebster Wins Letter
tude in athletics. He is the idol of
First Week Back
In February, two years ago, Don re- younger boys who have watched him
turned to Bates. Before a single week in athletics and who know him personally. For the past few summers, Don
has been attempting to get an athletic
club started for boys of grammar
school and high school age. Last year
he coached a baseball group composed
of such lads.

SKI BOOTS

$3.98 and
$4.98

Lewiston Rubber Co.
213 Lisbon St. Lewiston

Dray Into
THE QUALITY SHOP
113 College St. > mm. from COTIMI
Featuring Hnmbnrg Ssndwlchrs
Hot Pogs and Toasted Saatwirbes
nave Tnu Trl.d Oar Sllex Ceffeal
Open 7 A. M. to Um P. M.

BILL

COLLEGE STBEET

THE BARBER

SHOE HOSPITAL

far

hfcj* °« Urge THBT.fr.

r*«*«« Partlw Call v*.

Henry Nolin

Boothby Garners 53
Points In Two Games

During the afternoon ol the following Thursday, Jan. 8, the New Dorm
hoop squad out-pointed the Townies
quintet 36 to 24. Tiny Boothby, one of
the leading scorers of last year's season, totaled 26 points for the New
Dotm learn wMIs Baker and Captain
Jack McLeod of the locals held top
positions on the citizen's ledger. Each
Winter sports are in full swing, and
tallied for seven points.
girls may get credit for four hours
in either skating or skiing. There will
On last Saturday afternoon. West
be a member of Ski Club every afParker opened their slate By meeting
ternoon at 4:30 in front of Rand Hall
the basketball five of Roger BilL The
to give instruction to any who want
final tally of the game found the upperclassmen on the long end of the it.

Car. College A SaeattaS, IMWM

SERVING

\Qllan& American
K Foods

By JOHN ROBINSON '42
One hundred and eighty-five pounds
of blonde hair, blue eyes, an altitude
of six feet two and one-half inches,
shoes lengthened to siie eleven (man's
siie, too). Teirphone number 4268-R,
Social Security number 007-03-3628.
Draft number 2215. One of a trio to
gain the ranks of the three lettermen
last year. All of these facts are of
our senior sports celebrity of the week
—the blonde Viking, Don Webster.

In running into the Huskies from
Boston, the Bobcats will tackle one of
the strongest squads in the history of
the Massachusetts school, and one of
the best teams to be found in New
England. The Bostonlans are several
deep in most of the events, being esYour scribe first met the lean athpecially strong in the running depart- lete ten years ago when a grammar
ment. Among the boys who can be school student. Webster was chosen
counted on to give the Garnet track- when a composite of the perfect man
men an interesting afternoon's workj of Webster Junior High of Auburn
are Sophomore Ed Parker who made: was presented to the inmates. Weba name for himself In the winter by! ster's feet were supposedly those of
finishing seventh in the National Cross i the perfect Websterite. That same
Country Meet. He will display his tal- year, Don twirled for the championents in both the mile and the two mile ship baseball team of the grammar
events.
Sam
Drevitch,
ex-cross, school intramural league. Since that
country captain and an accomplished date Webster has been a member of
performer in the "1000"; Ed McFar- many other "champ teams".
land, a promising sophomore in the
"300" and the hurdles; Joe Mascianica, Webster Also
brother of Frank, who plagued the Pitches Horseshoes
As an all around athlete, Webster
Garnet for several years and who
graduated last June, a competitor In excells in basketball, baseball, ana
the "300"; Dick Powers who will com- high-jumping, intramural football, and
pete in the dashes, and Lavin who Is barnyard golf. For the champ teams
a
hurdler; and the Carroll twins, Bob] that Don has been a member of we
and Bill, who expect to pull down: will list the following—who during the
points in the "300", "600" and possibly! reign of the Viking have achieved top
rank in their respective leagues: The
the "1000".
Lewiston Mohawks, East Auburn, the
Coach Thompson is counting on n
Turner Townies, the Garnet pastimers
few reliable veterans to take several
of two years back, the Intramural
of the events and add points to the
Touch Football team of off-campu3.
Bates total. Among these are Bob McOther sports writers have eulogized
Lauthlin, ace cross country man and
the efforts of Don with the Hunnetrack star, who is slated to take the
well Indies (basketball), Edward Litmile run; Ike Mabce, a good "300" and
tle High School, where he was teamed
"000" man; Dave Nlckerson In the
up with Bud White In the wing de"1000"; Warren Drury in U«. -..vo mile I
partment of the baseball delegations.
event; Tommy Thompson in the dash; j
Johnny Sigsbee in the dash and the I Last summer Don achieved the honweights and Ken Lyford in the broad or of being named as all-league pitcher
jump and the "300".
In the Twin City League; he played j
While tiie outlook is far from bright. for St. Mary's at the time. Tne names
Coaches have a habit of making thej of these clubs seem like small peanuts
outcome look even worse and Coach when compared to the lists of some of
Thompson is no exception. While ex- our athletes—but Don, we should
pecting the Garnet to win the meet state, is a high-jumper, formerly state
is even next to impossible, don't be champ—and in order to compete In
surprised if they put up a godd show- that department has to bow down to
ing.
the AAlTs laws against professionalism in athletics. Because of that Don
has refused several offers to play on
larger clubs—and for filthy lucre.

It was too bad that the Colby game,
scheduled
for last Saturday night, was
pass will be at full strength for the
time since their opening tussle. called off, in the opinion of this scribe.
The varsity had been brought up to
razor edge condition by Coach Mansfield . The way they rampaged through
the freshmen in a scrimmage on Sat> Main St.
TeL IKS
Lewiston
urday afternoon, found the team disH Pays To Look Well
playing smooth form and precision.
ftehlbe in Brack's Sculp TreatThe probable lineups:
|*« thai N Kuarnnteed to Cure
Maine
Bates
Dandruff
Small
LF
Raftery
After being temporarily delayed In
Lager
C
Webster
Quint
RF
Gorman their debut, the freshman basketball
French
LG
Flanagan team will once again endeavor to open
Ward
RG
Witty the season when Kents Hill invades the
local court on Wednesday, Jan. 15.
This promises to be a battle from
J
the opening whistle. Led by Jack
Hughes, Kents Hill has developed a
fast, rangy aggressive team. In their
last encounter, they swamped the
Bliss Penmen, 62-33, with Hughes
caging twenty po'n*s. The starting
lineup will undoubtedly have Hughes
find Driscoll on the forward wall,
S;«ith at center, s.n.1 Blakey and Reed
In the back court. For reserves Brooks,
Fnlmer, Scott and Nin-.Ington expect
to see considerable action.
On .the freshman team, "Doug"
Stantial appears to have a forward
berth cinched. "Tod" Gibson and Jo»y
LaRochelle are still engaged in a neckand-neck duel for the other forward
position. If George Silverman can seCALL 1267 — » LISBOX ST. rure his release from the infirmary, he
is a Hkely starter at center. Deane
Hoyt and Arnold Card Took capable of
holding down a guard berth. Others
expecting to get Into the game are
Finnegan, Winter, Eastman, Deering, Halnes, Merritt and Boothby.
— FOB —
On Saturday. Jan. 18, South Portland High travels here to encounter
the freshmen. Despite the fact that
tSTABUSHEB 187S
they have been defeated twice this
season, the game appears to have all
the possibilities of a thriller. South
Portland has lost two close games,
Ash
one
to Morse, 42-34, and one to PortMILITARY BCBBEB BOOTS
land, 32-27.
For Over Shoe* - SL95

(LAZA BARBER SHOP

Don Webster Leads
Basketball Scorers

EDS Mi CO-EDS
Chase Ball • Bears t f-lS—1-s

AH Kl.d. of Saae BawMa*
•7 College 8t
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Two words describe ice-cold
Coca-Cola ... delicious and ro>
freshing. Delicious, because It
is always a pleasure to taste.

Refreshing, because it leaves
a delightful after-sense of refreshment. So when you pause
throughout the day, make it
the pause that rerresAes with
Ice-cold Coca-Cola.

Drink

oca
Delicious ,
Refresh i n«>

5<

YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY

BoaUd under Mhorfer of The Coa-CoU Company by
COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS;-INC.
39 Second Street
Auburn, Maine

^0

TOTBATfltiMJWarr,

ron

tnsmoESDA*^OTAST****

AT THE THEATRES
EMPIRE
Wed - Thur» - Frl - Sat
Jail. 15, 16, 17, 18
Errol Flynn and Olivia de Havilland in "Santa Fe Trail".
Wed. Night 8:30 - Prof. Shute
"What's the Answer?"
San - Mon - Tuss — Jan. 19, 20, £1
Betty Grable, Alice Faye, Jack
Oakie in "Tin Pan Alley".

ThhbookTOBACCOLAND*U*S*A*
gives thousands of smokers like yourself
the facts about tobacco and...

esterfield s
9

Freshman Debaters
Face Busy Schedule

To the keen interest of the
thousands of men and women who
visit our Chesterfield factories, we
owe the idea of publishing the book,
"TOBACCOLAND, U. S. A." It is a
comprehensive picture story about
the growing, curing and processing
of tobacco, telling you why Chesterfields are MILDER, COOLER-SMOKING and

OPEN
FORUM^

BETTER-TASTING.
Dear Editor:
May I herewith accept the invitation presented to the student body
Monday to join the anti-"Christiar.for-war" league. It might be well to
make my position clear in this controversy. While I believe that such an
attitude toward the present war is
acceptable by a nationalistic, patriotic,
conscientious, and intelligent United
States citizen bent on intervention, I
question whether a person under the
garb of Christianity should desire
such action. In my opinion the Chri..Uan outlook should be sufficiently
long-range, should reinforce many of
the accepted religious tenets, and
should be acceptable to a large enough
number of adherents of this faith, to
prevent adding another skeleton to the
church's closet And I doubt that history would support a Christian belief
in war as the way out of our present
y-tuation.

We are proud of the hundreds of letters
from smokers like yourself who have seen "TOBACCOLAND, US. A" Many have asked us to send
copies to their friends. We would take pleasure
in sending you a copy—just mail your request to
Liggett 3 Myers Tobacco Co., 630 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

Copt. JOHN M.M!UE*,Am*rico"i
No. 1 autogiro pilot and pione»r
of the world's only wingUsi mail
plane route between Camden,
N. J. and the Philadelphia Port
Office, i» »hown here enjoying
Chesterfield's new interesting
book "TOBACCOLAND U.S.A."

Tbe Christian Association Freshman
Cabinet was selected by the CA cabl

£■=.«.sss SSssssrs

AUBURN
Wed - Thurs — Jan. 15, 16
"Dulcy" with Ann Sothern, Ian
Hunter; "Barney and Folly" with
Mary Lee and Hillbillies.
Fri - Sat — Jan. 17, 18
•■You'll Find Out" with Kay Keyscr; 5 Acts of Vaudeville.
Sun - Mon - Tuss — Jan. 19, 20, 21
"Bank Dick" with W. C. Fields.

MILDER, BETTER TASTE

C A Board Votes Upon
New Freshman Cabinet

on a
•42, are facing a busy week
^e members of the CA went about |
on the Federal Power topicDespnaDoukas and Vincent
various members
of the
■ Lwunaa «>"__«,«M« ureine various
HI
Friday
Portland High School <*»*%'»* « file applications in tne
McKusick meet
a dl
decision debate in modified.
° ^ Irishman cabinet
the list of
• s DoukaSjFresnman^
^ ^ From
^ ^^
there in a decis
wM
cross-examination style.
those doing so,
,-as last year a member of U-1JJ chosen.
The new Cabinet with its various
,and team which won t* "*£/£
in the Bates League and tied for UW committees follows:
New England NFL championship.
Community Service, Florence SkinCony High School, Augusta, is sponand David Kelsey; Campus Sersoring a tournament Saturday for £e ner
Marcia Schaeffer and Ray Meavice
schools in that vicinity which are
der; Publicity, Louise Gifford and
members of the Bates League and «
George Emmerling; Religion, Carolyn
invitation has been extended to tte
Denison and Almon Fish; Freshman,
freshman teams. Tentative plans call
and Arthur HigElizabeth Cort, Robert Macfarlane, Bradley Dearborn
Hunt and RobO nald Day Mildred Cram. Edward gins; Social, Virginia
Donald Day^MiW
&&** ert Goodspeed; Conferences. Esther

"3 Poland HI* ■£-

Formal Wear Accessories For Pop Concert
Tux Ties 60o

—

Collars 25c

—

Shirts $2.00 — Boutonnleres 50c

ftlORE

rOB

Hollywood Beauty Salon
408 Main St., Lewiston
PHONE 406

Tux Rentals $2.50

MEN

205 MAIN STREET
OPPOSITE STRAND THEATRE
See MIKE BUCCIGROSS, College Agent

Victor & Bluebird
Popular Records
AT

Seavey 's

240 COURT ST. - AUBURN

In Maine ...
When They Call For Their Favorite Beverage
Discriminating people specify

Poland Spring

All the latest styles
in FLOWER
Arrangements

MADE WITH WORLD-FAMOUS POLAND WATER
EVERY BOTTLE STERILIZED

Agent JOHN DAIKUS

art

I

° '

'

AT THE COLLEGE STORE ...
When Poland Spring Beverages are featured-every
fifth Bates Student who specifies "Poland Spring" will
receive a free bottle with the compliments of

Hiram Ricker & Sons
Poland Spring, Maine
This Offer

40 Ash Street, Lewiston. Me.
"The store et Individual seTTlce"

Expires January 22, 1941

Draper's Bakery
54 Ash Street'

HAYES EATS IN HIS OWN DINER

Pastry Of All Kinds

HAYE' DINER
OrP. SITJ-JOUBNAL — TEL. 1440 — LF.WISTOX, MAITTB

OPP- Post Office Tel 1115-M

Girls!
Gabardine
C« ■

CK1

Suits
$1698

°

^Monday two teams go to Durham'aid Harms.
for non-decision debates with the | A meeting of the new cabinet will
University of New Hampshire fresh- , be held shortly to elect officers and to
men. Madeline Butler. Suzanne Mau- make plans for the year's program,
rand, Robert Macfarlane and Vincent
McKusick are making that trip.

Deputation Group Leads
Services At Two Churches

Chase Hall Tourney Winners
To Get Prizes At Carnival

The annual Chase Hall Tournament
in
ping-pong, bowling, pool, and bilWith Doris Borgeson '42 in charge,
a Deputation consisting of Lester ■ liards, got under way last Monday unSmith '43, Almon Fish 'U, and Miss - der the direction of the chairman of
Borgeson traveled to Norway last Sat- the Chase Hall Committee, Richard
urday evening to entertain at a social. Wall '41. With the bumping board
the young people of the Methodist j tourney completed, the championship
Church, and to give services to the events will terminate during the Wingeneral congregation on Sunday. Dur- ter Carnival, when attractive emblems
:ng the afternoon they also gave a will be presented to the winners of the
service at the Methodist Church in . singles and doubles titles in ping-pong
and bowling, and the victors in the
Bolster Mills, close by.
pool and billiards competition.

INCLUDES SOME SUITS
REGCLARLY $19*
Navy gabardine suits reveal
with

red

poplin...lam^J

hooded suits, some with detail
ao!e lining...some withal
poplin trim... royal MM, 5,1
blue, and navy.

James P. Murphy
INC.
ARTISTIC MESOniALS
Lenlston Monnmr11t.1l TTita|
••10 Bates Street

Man Does Progress

Miss Osbcrne Finds Few
With Bad Posture Here

Telephone Mtt-B

(Continued from page one)
the ledger were also enumerated.
These are the growth of morality, an | if Bates coeds are any more conaesthetic sense, the power of morality, scious of their appearance, their posture, their personalities today than
and education.
The case of progress then, rests on they were a week ago, it is due to the
the firm belief that these qualities fine impression left by Miss Osborne
have become a permanent part of of Boston, a consultant in personal
man's character, that they are so in- development.
terwoven into our culture that every
man receives some share of their benefits. We must constantly seek to control those instincts which tend to make
(Continued from page one)
us revert to the savage, but Dr. Durant believes that the advances can- I ye'low cloths and gay COntrastm>t be lost, and that the hope for fu- ing centerpieces suggesting the
ture progress rests on the further con- Spanish influence of the West,
tioi of such instincts.
j Matching candles at the tables
"We stand upon the pedestal of the will provide the light. The enpast We are not born any better, any trance to the gymnasium and the
wiser, but we are born into a heri- stage will be decorated with
tage richer than before, and means of spruce trees.

The church as the partial expression and interpretation of Christianity
in the present world has a difficult
time deciding on a stand to take in a
crisis. But I think that a church faces
I a more complete loss of dignity if it
accepts war as the instrument for
Christian deeds, if it exhorts one people against another as such a stand of
necessity implies, and if it temporarily
drops a divine religion for a secular
dogma than if the council of ministers
spend the whole war quibbling about
a pacifistic position. How can the
church hope to attract more confidence to itself by condemning during
peace time the institution's past wartime stand and then by sarcastically transmitting are better than ever be-,
Refreshments will be servec
criticizing in a crisis another nation's fore
-"
by caterers during the dances,
actions without apparently assuming
Dr. Durant's lecture was delivered fc,ut not during the intermissiOi.
responsibility for the expression of its throughout in his characteristic style, program.
congregation's hatred. If an interrup- In his speeches, as in his books, he
The program follows: Marguerite
tion of men's freedom is to be the sig- appeals to the average man, and he
Mendall
'41, flute solo, "From the Land
nal for warlike action, then the church strives to make philosophy take on a
of
the
Sky
Blue Waters" (Callman^;
door can bear the sign, "Conscription living, vital meaning to us all. He T
headquarters", during every conflict,1 tries to make men think, and he real- ois Howland '44 and Men's Glee Club,
because when does the enemy not jeo- izes that the average man's attention "Cielito Ldndo" (Fernandez); Genepardize the civil liberties of its vic- must be gained through an interest- vieve Stephenson '43, "Carry Me Ba^k
tim? Is Christianity, through the ing, attractive style. His humor is al- to Old Virginny"; Robert Oldmixon
church, merely to throw dust in our ways evident, as in his remark that |42. "Ring de Banjo"; John Marsh '43,
eyes or is it to continue to offer us "In the old days they didn't shoot a "Shadrach, Mesach and Abednego".
guidance toward a way of living and man on suspicion" when photographer
thinking much better than we now Ceorge Kolstad '48 advanced to the
have?
lecture platform with flashlight cam-

Ann's
Flower
Shop

VALUE SCOo^

fTi TZ ArnS Staven. to take Under and Harold Hoskins; and SoCial Acti n DeSP na D UkaS

Pop Concert

Pirlc! Is Your Hair
Ulilo. Ready for Pops?

PECK'S

Perhaps, however, Christianity is regarded as a spirit not totally expressed by the established church. I still
-—-" ...
I',,, "
.
.
,
dont believe battle lines can be justified. Some people accept the theory
that man is composed of a body, a
mind, and some of the spirit of God,
and as such must be studied from
three different approaches. Is it not
equally possible that man expresses
himself by use of three different mediums? In war can be seen the devastation wrought by the body, the beliefs
bludgeoned by the mind, but by the
most abject perversion of facts where

err, in hand.
Illustrations of his points were especially vivid. When showing that
man's Intellect has outstripped his tn» ,,>
.
. .
telllgence, he compared the wars of
the primitive Neanderthal and CroMagnon men, wherein one warrior
could kill ten opponents per day (if he
could catch them), to the struggle on
I the same spot 25 years ago when their
German and French descendants mana«td to murder 100,000 men in tne
conrst of one day.
After tLe lecture and short op<:n
forum. Dr. Durant attended an infor-

DfOfOUnrt mistaCs
o-.rrrro.;f n-of
■
•».«««ljr members
eS profound
mistake tn
to suggest
war —
as
who were present, and who particithe outgrowth of this religious spirit
And it is just as much an error to pated in the considerably more personal discussion which resulted, indisassociate the possible benefits of
cluded Dr. Peter Bertocci, Prof. Be-conscientious objection, pacifism, or lb .
internationalism from the present 27lS**5 5^ "**?"»■
Prof. Seward, Prof. Sawyer, and the
struggle. War might be pushed by
some agents, but how by a Christian? director of the Concert-Lecture Series, Prof. August Buschmann.
John Lloyd '42.

I I

For

A Professlw f"r the
College Wean
An intensive and basic ear-l
ence in the various brands »ffl
nursing is offered duns *)
thirty-two months' course
leads to t!-e degree of
BUSTER OF MIWXO
A Bachelo.'s detrrc* in arts. 1
ence or philosophy froa a coll?
of approved sanding is tegiiaj
for admission.
For catalogue and a*(a^
address:
The Dean.
YALE SCHOOL OF 5rW»
»w Haven. folWg**,

EVERY COURSE IS *

Uphil! or
on ope°
or trail,
nothing

POP
CONCERT

I

tough 1?

JOHN DAIKUS '41

Roak's, Florist
Pho»e

School of Nursing

GOGD6ASSS31

CORSAGES

Aubur. Theatre Bid*. .

Yale University!

^o

':
wearing BaS
skiers &
From dub to pro, »
where agree that ''heil:^(w..
and special construe!
of these smart t^'""^^
the fun in, take theory
skiing. Let your
the many models towomen. Whatever »
choose, you'll fall tor,
with, Bass Boots.
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Call 4040
For Beal Coarteoas -Rul Service
LETTISTOS, SIAI.\B

SAT IT WITH ICE CRE A*

We Can 8aow Tea a Tailed
Selertten af
PRIZE CUPS - FOITITATTf PE5S
LADIES1 *n.K tryRRELLAS and
LEATHER H t\D BARS
LEATHEB BILL FOI DS
BOOK JEHDS
CLOCKS

ELM STBEET

Barnstone-Osgood

Norris-Hayden

A Bates Tradition

LAUNDRY

GEO. A. ROSS

AUBTIK5, WK

TEL, HIS
Ages*

JACK MOBBIS '41

The

TUFTS
BROTHERS

Auburn

Printing Specialists
m MIDDLE ST.

Lewlitsn

Bams

News

Lewiston Trust Co.

LEmSTOS

Jewdsn
Bates IffM

"Complete Banking Service''

Telephone 1710

LEWISTON, MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Bates Student*

